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Thanks. We'll see how best to eliminate the senstive information. 7'1

>>> Paul Goldberg 10/26/01 07:47AM >>>
Beth,
In response to your question to Pat Rathbun about NUREG/BR-0256, I asked FOSS and SFPO to review
the pages you're concerned about. Comments from Fritz Sturz of FCSS and Steve O'Connor of SFPO
are below. Going strictly by the criteria, we should not have even general locations, but the map shows
little beyond the states that reactors are in and there are many other references available that show
reactor locations much more precisely. I agree with Fritz that the map locations are too general to be of
concern but since the legend shows numbers of fuel assemblies and SFPO is sensitive to that, I guess-
they need to either eliminate that page or leave the publication off the web. The discussion of hazards is,
as Fritz says, general and is also common knowledge. Steve points out that the map is also in the
Information Digest and that should be removed for the same reason.

Paul,

I've looked at NUREG/BR-0256, pp 33-40 and found that two of the 10/12/01 criteria are met.

However, I do not think that NUREG/BR-0256 needs to be removed based on the below considerations:

1. Locations (even general locations) of the facility site.
General location of City and State are provided for some facilities.

2. Physical vulnerabilities, potential weaknesses
There are general discussions of the ralative hazards among criticality, chemical, radiological, and fire &
explosion for;the types of facilities. . .' ti ' e e

I understand that a geneal city/state location has been judge at too general for consideration for removal.

I believe that the desciptions of the relative hazards are also too general and can be found in most good
text books

Paul,
Figure 5 on page 38 of NUREG/BR-0256 contains information which should not be posted on the web.
This figure shows quantities of casks or fuel assemblies and the locations of the sites. This information
should be handled as sensitive.

This same figure is in NUREG-1350, "Information Digest," as Figure 43 on page 87 and should not be
posted on the web.

Steve
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